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Abstract
Short-term feedback for relevant physiological parameters of voice production may be
very useful in singing pedagogy, particularly for acquiring specific technical skills based
on motor control. A typical example is the “messa di voce” exercise. High speed singleline scanning of the vibrating vocal folds (VF) provides visual and quantitative information about the most important biomechanical parameters over time. The present experiment demonstrates how this method, nowadays currently used in voice pathology,
can also be a meaningful tool for the classical singer. The condition is, however, that the
images can be immediately processed by a reliable and user-friendly automatic analysis
program. The validity of the program is demonstrated by a strong correlation with the
handmade measurements.
Keywords: messa di voce, high-speed single-line kymography, VKG, wave characteristics,
glottal volume velocity
Introduction
Short-term feedback for relevant physiological parameters of voice production may be
very useful in singing pedagogy. This chapter presents an original application in this context of the ‘single line scanning’ of the VF vibrations (videokymography or VKG). This
utilization, actually consisting of a detailed analysis of several biomechanical parameters
over time, becomes possible with a high-achieving automatic analysis system, originally
developed for vocal pathology.
Single line scanning
High-speed single line scanning of VF vibrations [1] is an imaging method based on a special digital camera, which can operate in two different modes: standard and high-speed.
The camera is fixed on a rigid 70° or 90° laryngeal endoscope. In the standard mode,
the camera provides standard images displaying the whole VF at standard video frame
rate. Two standards are commercially used, depending on the geographic location (US/
Europe), with frame rates of 30/25 f/s, respectively, and a resolution of 720 x 486/768 x
576 pixels. In the high-speed mode, the video camera delivers images from only a single
line selected from the whole image, at the speed of approximately 7875/7812.5 lineimages per second and 720 x 1/768 x 1 pixels resolution. The resulting high-speed image,
also called “videokymogram,” displays the vibratory pattern of the small selected part of
the VF cycle by cycle. Such a recording is divided into video frames (i.e., segments of approximately 15/18 ms duration with time on the vertical axis).
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When correctly applied, this technique allows a clear visualization of some basic
physiological parameters of VF vibration: the periodicity, the duration of opening, closing
and closed phases, the amplitude of the vibration, and the right-left symmetry (Figure 1).
Videokymography has successfully been applied to voice pathology [2-5], particularly
for situations where the traditional videostroboscopy is failing as in the case of very irregular vibrations, when the VF don’t vibrate at the same frequency, or in the case of
short “accidents” (e.g., register breaks).
Another potential field of applications of this barely invasive technique is singing
voice pedagogy as it provides real time visual feedback for the subject and allows short
term inspection of the recorded sequence. This is particularly relevant for singing exercises involving changes in vocal behavior or requiring critical adjustments at the VF level.
The method becomes still more interesting with the input of automatic quantitative
analysis of the above-mentioned parameters as it has already been achieved for pathology, although focusing on asymmetries and irregularities [2, 5]. Actually the videokymogram, in contrary to the complex image of the whole endolarynx, can be adequately
described by these few measures. Important is of course the adequate line selection,
which is achieved by adequately tilting the endoscope [6].
In this chapter, the potential application of automatic analysis of single line scanning
is demonstrated in the specific case of the “messa di voce” including a validation of the
automatic analysis by a comparison with manual measurements.

Figure 1. Schematic view of the physiological parameters of VF vibrations as shown by a videokymogram
(from Manfredi et al., 2012, with permission).
The meaning of “messa di voce” and its importance in singing pedagogy
The “messa di voce”—actually a somewhat confusing term, which The New Harvard Dictionary of Music (1986) defines as “a gradual crescendo and decrescendo on a sustained
[sung] note”—is known as one of the most difficult exercises for singers. Various experts
consider this skill the ultimate test for a singer, indicating that it takes from months to
several years of diligent and careful practice before a singer can expect to master the
exercise.
Some confusion about the “messa di voce” begins with disagreement on the literal
translation of the term itself [7]. The most accurate translation seems “placing of the
voice.” In the Mondadori’s Italian-English Dictionary, “messa” from the Italian word “mettere” means “to put” or “to place.” In the New Harvard Dictionary of Music (1986), the
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Concise Oxford Dictionary of Music (1996), and in the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, the meaning is “placing the voice.” However, some authors such as Erdmann-Chadbourne & al. [8] disagree. The authors of The Art of the Messa di Voce – Scientific Singing
(1972) assert that “messa” should be translated as “sprouting, budding” or “unfolding.”
In the Treccani Italian Dictionary, “messa di voce” simply means “voice emission,” but it
is specified in music (where “messa” means emitted) as “a way of interpretation of a part
of a song in which the voice grows in intensity up to a high degree, then mitigates gradually until the pianissimo.” Thus it seems that “messa” comes from “emessa” and means
“emitted,” but, when used together with “di voce,” it got a specific acceptation that has
become traditional in music: a crescendo followed by a decrescendo (on a sustained
tone).
Now the importance of the “messa di voce” rests in the fact that, beside a pedagogical exercise, it is also a musical ornament. Historically, it seems that this effect was first
discussed by Giulio Caccini (1565-1618), a member of the Florentine Camerata, in his
work Le nuove musiche (Florence, 1601), where he used the terms “crescere e scemare
della voce.” It was presented as one of the primary exercises leading to the mastery of
nuance of tone and as an essential element in bel canto singing. Giulio Caccini wrote of
the importance of the “crescendo and decrescendo” in singing but never gave it a specific name [9]. Actually and originally, the term “messa di voce” stood neither for a vocal
ornament nor exercise, but rather was a term signifying a new approach to the art of
singing. This “new” vocal art would bring, the Florentine Camerata asserted, increased
expressivity to music. Voices were required to produce crescendos and diminuendos on
a single tone or phrase to demonstrate a perfect power control. This crescendo/diminuendo facility thus became a popular embellishment and required intensive practice as
an exercise, though not yet named “messa di voce.” The German composer and theorist
Johann Mattheson (1681-1764), who was close to Georg Friedrich Händel and to Johann
Sebastian Bach, wrote of the importance of the “messa di voce,” or “swell tone,” but
admitted that the German school did not incorporate it into its singing regimen [10]. Eminent teacher and castrato Giovanni Battista Mancini (1714-1800) wrote in his book Pensieri e riflessioni pratiche sopra il canto figurato [11] a chapter devoted to the ”messa di
voce,” recommending that every accomplished singer should use the ornament on every
long note found in a cantilena. Composer and pedagogue Domenico Corri (1746-1825),
a pupil of Nicola Porpora, asserted in his Singer’s Preceptor (1810) the “messa di voce”
was “the soul of music” and considered it an excellent exercise that should be practiced
on all notes in the singer’s range [12].
The “messa di voce” exercise is frequently associated with the “candle test,” although
it remains unclear which historical personality first recommended this link. The “candle
test” is a centuries old method used by singers for checking the importance of airflow. It
simply consists of singing a vowel with a candle flame placed about five inches from the
mouth. Depending on the exhaled airflow, the flame will waver very little (or not at all) or
flutter wildly [13]. During a “messa di voce” by a trained singer, the flow increase at the
fortissimo must remain minimal.
The underlying physiology of “messa di voce”
From a physiological point of view, an increase in voice loudness, thus in subglottic pressure, needs several critical requirements [14-15]:
1.

A constant adjustment of tension in the intrinsic laryngeal muscles, particularly
the vocalis and the cricothyroideus, in order to keep the F0 constant and to
compensate for the enhanced passive strain in the fold, induced by an averaged
higher vibration amplitude.
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2.
3.

Specific mechanical regulation at the transition from a “one-mass-model” vibration in pianissimo (falsetto-like) to a “two-mass-model” (usual modal register)
in mezzo forte to fortississimo, particularly at certain pitches.
A permanent control of the voice quality for avoiding appearance of audible
turbulent noise (breathiness) by increase of the transglottic airflow when the
subglottic pressure increases.

Actually the performer must succeed in obtaining at each loudness level an exact balance between the expiratory pressure and the glottal impedance. This results in a very
limited increase of airflow with voice intensity [16]. This prevents blowing out the candle.
Hence the different involved acoustic biomechanical parameters are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

subglottic pressure
F0 (period) and the sound pressure level (SPL)
glottal volume velocity
vibration amplitude of the VF
respective duration of the open and closed phase of each cycle
respective opening and closing speeds of the VF

In normal larynges (of singing students), no significant asymmetries are to be expected, but this is obviously different in pathology. The same is of course true for period
and phase irregularities.
Materials and methods
The single line scan system
The single line scan system used in this experiment comprises a Lambert CCD-Kymocam
with technical characteristics corresponding to the above-reported description, a rigid
90° 4450.57 Wolf laryngeal telescope with focusing handle, a JVC-magnetoscope, and a
monitor.
The vocal material
A trained, non-professional vocalist (baritone) was asked to produce a series of “messa
di voce” utterances on different pitches, avoiding to elicit vibrato. VF vibrations were
recorded using the single line scan system and the subject could have a real time visual
control on the screen. The sound was also recorded for analysis of SPL and F0. For demonstration, 40 static pictures (single line scans), each showing 2 vibratory cycles, were
selected (at intervals of 125 ms), enlarged, and printed for manual measurements of the
following parameters as schematically shown in Figure 1:
•
•
•
•

Right and left period
Right and left amplitude
Open and closed phase
Opening time right and opening time left

All measures were made manually, independently by 2 experimenters, and averaged.
The closed quotient is defined as the quotient “Duration of closed phase / Duration of
the cycle,” and the closed/open quotient as the quotient “Duration of closed phase /
Duration of open phase.” An adequate calibration with respect to time and to distance
was achieved. For time, the F0 was exactly known. For distance, scale paper was filmed
without changing the focusing and with critical attention for maximal sharpness.
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The program for automatic analysis
An earlier version of the VKG-Analyser has been reported in Manfredi et al. [2]. The
program includes a user-friendly interface for importing the video sequences into the
patient database and performing the analysis.
Each image in the sequence can be processed using a digital image processing algorithm that was developed and optimized for the analysis of VKG recordings. It performs
intensity adjustment, noise removal, and implements robust techniques for VF edge detection to avoid fluctuations of the grey levels in regions at distance of the VF.
The VF contour detection algorithm consists of two main steps: 1) defining an initial
contour of the glottal area opening using an adaptive threshold; and 2) a refining iterative
procedure, based on active contours applied to the region, to obtain the final segmentation. The control parameters which drive both steps are automatically determined by the
program. However, the user can manually adjust some of the controls for obtaining an
improved segmentation using a set of controls available in the user interface (Figure 2).
The software allows selection of the desired frame(s) to be processed.

Figure 2. Videokymographic user interface. Selected frame with the outcome of the edge
detection algorithm (red - open folds; blue - fold edges not detected/closed). Time runs
from top to bottom. First closed phase occurs at the bottom of the picture.
Once the final contour has been obtained, the parameters of interest are evaluated.
The software is designed to give a value of each parameter for each video frame by
averaging the parameters over all the vibration periods, which can be observed on the
frame. This reduces the variability of the results by smoothing out noise and eases the
management of data by giving a fixed number of values for a given video sequence independently from the acquisition. The results can be exported in text mode for further
elaboration or plotted on a line graph. The program has been specifically adapted for this
research in order to save the required parameters that are evaluated for each frame (for
instance, left amplitude and right amplitude, in addition to amplitude ratio).
The program has been successfully applied to a set of normal subjects, patients with
benign lesions of the middle third of the VF (e.g., polyps, cysts), and patients treated by
endoscopic excision of VF benign lesions [4]. One of the most interesting applications of
this software is the possibility to quantitatively analyze pre- and post-treatment changes.
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Additional measurements
Once trained in reproducing similar utterances on a given pitch, the vocalist repeated
them for separate indirect measurement of subglottic pressure and flow-glottography.
For indirect measures of subglottic pressure, the short flow interruption method was
used [17]. The intra-oral pressure was measured with a Millar MikroTip catheter imbedded in a self-designed device (Figure 3). Hertegard at al. [18] found that the indirect measures of subglottic pressure, obtained using the short flow interruption method, were
highly correlated with the direct measurements achieved by tracheal puncture.
The glottal volume velocity waveform was recorded with a Rothenberg mask and the
MSIF2 inverse filtering system of Glottal Enterprises, Inc.

Figure 3. Self-designed for indirect measures of subglottic pressure using the short flow
interruption method. The intra-oral pressure is measured with a Millar MikroTip catheter
imbedded into the device.
Results
Figure 4 gives a general impression of the microphone signal and the basic acoustic characteristics of a typical “messa di voce” that will be analyzed in the next graphs. Amplitude
increases and decreases (~35 dB at 10 cm) while the F0 remains stable (165 Hz). Duration
is about 5 seconds.

Figure 4. Microphone
signal of the typical the
“messa di voce” analyzed in the next figures
with plots of F0 and SPL
(at 10 cm from lips).
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Figures 5-7 show three characteristic single line scans at the early beginning of the
“messa di voce” (there is already a very short contact between both vocal edges), at approximately the middle of the SPL rising phase of the “messa di voce” (the closed phase
is about one fourth part of the period), and at approximately the maximal SPL of the
“messa di voce” (the closed phase is near to the half of the period), respectively.

Figure 5. Videokymogram at the
early beginning of the “messa di
voce” - there is a very short contact between both vocal edges.

Figure 6. Videokymogram at
approximately the middle of the
SPL rising phase of the “messa
di voce” - the closed phase is
about one fourth part of the
period.

Figure 7. Videokymogram at
approximately the maximal SPL
of the “messa di voce” - the
closed phase is near to the half
of the period.
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Figure 8 gives an overview of % changes over time in three important physiological parameters: amplitude of vibration (Right + Left), duration of the closed phase, and
closed/open quotient (duration of closed phase / duration of the open phase). The lowest value for each parameter is standardized to 100%. All these data result from handmade measurements. The smoothing curves (least squares) are shown as solid lines.

Figure 8. Comparative plots of % changes across the “messa di voce” of amplitude of
glottal opening, duration of closed phase, and closed/open quotient. The lowest value
for each parameter is standardized to 100% (handmade measurements).
Respective durations of both components of the Open Phase (i.e., the opening and
the closing component) are compared over time in Figure 9, and in Figure 10 the speed
of opening and the speed of closing of the VF are plotted comparatively over time (all
handmade measurements).
The data generated by the program for automatic analysis are compared with the
data obtained by handmade measurements in Figures 11 and 12. The correlation coefficients are 0.88 for the closed/open quotient and 0.84 for the amplitude.
Results of the additional instrumental measurements are shown in Figures 13 and
14. In Figure 13, the short flow interruption method provides values varying between
about 3 hPa and about 20 hPa as estimates for subglottic pressure.
Figure 14 presents the glottal volume velocity waveform recorded with a flow-glottograph (Rothenberg mask and inverse filtering system), showing a satisfactory control of
the air flow around approximately 200 ml/s.
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Figure 9. Comparative plots of duration of the opening phase and duration of the closing
phase of the VF across the “messa di voce” (handmade measurements).

Figure 10. Comparative plots of the % changes of the opening speed and closing speed
of the VF across the “messa di voce” (handmade measurements).
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Figure 11. Comparative plots of the closed/open quotient as measured “by hand” (average of two raters) and by the automatic analysis program.

Figure 12. Correlation between the maximal amplitude of glottal opening (excursion of
right VF + excursion of left VF) as measured “by hand” (average of two raters) and by the
automatic analysis program.
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Figure 13. Plot of estimated
subglottic pressure (measured
by the flow interruption method) across the “messa di voce.”
The “thickening” of the baseline results from the superimposition of the interrupted
microphone signal.

Figure 14. Plot of the amplitude of the flow-glottogram
(glottal volume velocity waveform obtained by the inverse
filtering method) across the
“messa di voce.”

Discussion

Global feedback on the acoustic phenomenon
During the execution of the “messa di voce,” the changes of intensity are obviously mainly related to the changes of lung pressure [7]. This can be seen on Figure 13, although
changes in spectral balance (singer’s formant) may contribute to increased perception of
loudness. Collyer et al. [19] found (in “messa di voce”) a linear correspondence between
SPL and spectral balance (ratio of power in 0-2 kHz band to that in 2-4 kHz).
Ideally, one could expect the exercise is performed as a symmetric triangle: a linear
increase in loudness followed by a linear decrease. A reasonable assumption as suggested by Titze et al. is that in aiming for a linear crescendo and decrescendo, singers
attempt to control the loudness of their voice linearly [20]. However, the pedagogical
assumptions of linearity and symmetry have received little critical assessment [19]. Collyer et al. found that even in trained classical singers, the change in SPL was frequently
nonlinear and that the shape of the SPL traces differed greatly between crescendo and
decrescendo. The study of Cabrera et al. [21] points out that improving linearity is a difficult task for students. This suggests that feedback could be useful. A global acoustic
overview of the process, provided as feedback, seems useful to help the singing student
(or performer) in enhancing linearity and symmetry.
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Detailed feedback on VF biomechanics
The cricothyroid and thyroarytenoid muscles are primarily involved in regulating the biomechanical properties of VF vibration. As the vocal intensity increases, it is expected that
their tension will also be increased at a gradual pace to resist the added breath pressure,
but without compromising tonal accuracy. Conversely, when attempting a decrease in
intensity, both muscles need to release their tension in response to reducing lung pressure. Furthermore, according to Titze [15] the singer usually needs to start the “messa di
voce” with a “light” mechanism (near falsetto with a vibration limited to the this edge of
the VF, known as “one-mass: model vibration), and then (without break) makes a transition to the “heavy mechanism.”
The physiological mechanism of the “messa di voce” seems to basically consist of
an increase/decrease of glottal impedance in parallel with the increase/decrease of the
SPL (the SPL itself being closely related to the lung pressure). Videostroboscopy of the
VF vibration has demonstrated that the degree of glottal closure increases with intensity
of phonation in normal subjects [22]. This increase in VF closure is plausibly related to
an active thickening of the VF edge and to a longer closed phase of the vibratory cycle.
Therefore, the concomitant increase in transglottal flow is limited [16, 23]. Titze [14] has
hypothesized (using computer modeling) that the maximal glottal source power should
occur somewhere around a closed quotient of 0.5 (i.e., when open and closed phases are
approximately equal as observed in the demonstrated case). However, finding this kind
of optimal adjustment may not be an easy task for every singer.
All these physiological concepts are to various extents reflected in the quantitative
analysis of the single line scan recordings. Figure 8 demonstrates that during the “messa
di voce,” the main relative variations in the closed/open quotient (100-700%) largely exceed those in amplitude (less than 100-300%). Also in Figure 8 we see that the relative
changes in the duration of the closed phase are almost two times larger than those in
the amplitude of VF vibration. Figure 9 points out that the durations of the opening and
closing phases evolve in parallel, but that the closing phases always largely exceeds the
opening phase; conversely, the VF open faster than they close (Figure 10).
Of course this is only a single example out of a lot of recordings made from one single
vocalist, but there is few doubt that the singer and the singing pedagogue can take benefit of this kind of information feedback.
The need for an automatic analysis program
However, these quantitative data are of practical value only if they are available immediately after the “messa di voce.” Manual computation is so time-consuming that it makes
the method unsuitable for practical pedagogical applications. Therefore, in this work, a
new user-friendly tool, the VKG-Analyser [2, 5], is used and tried out for the automatic
extraction, tracking, and computing of quantitative parameters from the VKG images.
The VKG-Analyser performs the evaluation of the left/right period, the left/right amplitude, the phase ratios, and the symmetry. The software tool has already been successfully tested for reliability on a set of synthetic and real VKG-images and tried out in clinical context [4-5].
In the current study, comparative plots of the Closed/Open Quotient as measured
“by hand” (average of two raters) and by the automatic analysis program confirm the
adequacy of the analysis program. The correlation coefficient between the two measurements is 0.88 (Figure 11).
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For the amplitude measurements, the correlation coefficient is 0.84 (Figure 12). Further advantages of the program are a zooming feature, allowing a more precise evaluation of the proper threshold in enlarged images, and its plasticity (specific parameters or
quotients). The interesting features for a “messa di voce” in a trained singer are obviously
different from those for the investigation of pathological VF. Other improvements are still
in progress.
Additional measurements
Noninvasive additional measurements such as estimated subglottic pressure and flowglottography may meaningfully contribute to the analysis, to the understanding, and to
the feedback of the “messa di voce.” Both of them are fitted for real-time visual feedback. The direct visualization of the pressure data will help in increasing the crescendodecrescendo symmetry (Figure 13) while the monitoring of the phonation flow plays the
role of the historical candle in front of the mouth (Figure 14).
Conclusions
Single line scanning of the VF vibrations (videokymography) reveals to be very suitable
for investigating a specific technical voice exercise (and musical ornament) as the “messa
di voce.” It makes possible a precise quantification over time of the essential physiological parameters characterizing the changes of glottal impedance concomitant with the
progressive increase and decrease of the lung pressure. The introduction of a reliable
and user-friendly automatic analysis program of the single line scans opens new possible
applications in the field of singing pedagogy by short-term feedback. The data provided
by the automatic analysis program show a strong correlation with the handmade measurements. Additional measurements as subglottic pressure and instantaneous phonation flow can meaningfully be correlated with the data obtained from the single line scan
images.
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